spatial core-periphery structure among regions as a process of network growth. Such networks concern, for example, transportation systems, multinational corporations and labour mobility flows. More recent models have explicitly incorporated geography in evolutionary models of network evolution by having the connection probability of a new node to an existing node also depend on the geographical proximity between two nodes (Guimerà and Amaral, 2004; Barrat et al., 2005) . In this way, a parameter can be introduced to reflect transportation costs such that different network structures can be explained by differences in transportation costs.
In this study, we are interested in inter-regional networks of scientific knowledge production as a specific example of spatial networks. Popular belief holds that geography no longer matters in scientific collaboration. With the arrival of cheap air travel, English as a global language and the Internet, science has become truly global -at least according to common wisdom. What is more, increasing funding opportunities to engage in international partnerships have further facilitated long-distance collaboration. A growing number of studies on international collaboration seem to evidence this trend (Narin et al., 1991; Luukkonen et al., 1993; Frenken, 2002; Wagner and Leydesdorff, 2005; Maggioni and Uberti, 2007 ).
Yet, without disputing the secular trend of the internationalisation of scientific research in recent history, the 'death of distance' hypothesis has not been proven in this particular field. One may wonder whether the forces that are 'flattening' the world indeed removed the geographical barriers to collaborate in science. Earlier studies looking at inter-regional collaboration found that geography is still relevant in facilitating scientific collaboration within countries. Studies on collaboration within the UK (Katz, 1994) , China (Liang and Zhu, 2002) and The Netherlands (Ponds et al., 2007) show that geographical distance reduces the probability of researchers to collaborate.
We test the 'death of distance in science' hypothesis by focusing on both international and inter-regional research collaboration based on scientific publications with multiple addresses. Our data set consist of three distinct subsets that cover geographical areas at several spatial levels of aggregation. We explain the collaboration intensity between 36 countries in the world, 1316 regions in Europe and 40 regions in the Netherlands from their respective scientific output and geographical distance using gravity equations. In addition to possible barriers stemming from geographical distance, we also analyse barriers stemming from 'institutional distance' in the form of national borders and in the form of dissimilarities between organisational backgrounds, respectively.
Science and Proximity
If anything has characterised knowledge production in science during the twentieth century, it is its increased collaborative nature (Meyer and Bhattacharya, 2004) . Co-authorships accounted for less than 10% of all publications at the start of the twentieth century, while co-authorships account for over 50% of all publications
